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SA Buildings Net Zero Carbon NEW Buildings Roadmap

2021: City NZC policy 

2022: EUI reporting 

2025: EE requirements ‘going beyond’ national

2030: Renewable energy from 2030



Alignment question 1

• can any bylaw be developed until the regulatory conflict has been 
resolved/can we have a bylaw with requirement in conflict with NBR, 
even if the requirement is in the future?

‘working into this space’ includes:

• NRCS: Uniformity of the law is a critical principle underlying the NBR. SANS 
10400 XA is the vessel for EE - change it at the committee level NOT via bylaw; 
Cities must get approval of the minister before any bylaw can come into effect

• Possible Ministerial exemption of Cities from SANS x3 compliance 
requirements/EUI Tables?

• EDGE tool mainstreamed

• "hound" DTI to get XA v3 (NZC version hopefully) published before 2025 - then 
policy shows future direction with compliance routes confirmed in XA v3 (ie
removal of dts route).



Alignment question 2

• Is the EUI requirement from 2022 and does it only speak to 
baseload or include operational (‘plug’) loads?

‘working into this space’ includes:

• Are we clear – climate policy looks to total emissions, but DM are anxious 
about operational requirements being part of Building control

• Tshwane “Predicted operational load” clause

• Policy must make it very clear that until 2025 there is only SANS but EUI 
reporting required

• Develop the plan approval check list requirement/box for this

• Publicise tools to assist

• Develop an operational ‘typical’ percentage per building type table 
(SEA/CSIR)



Alignment question 3

• On what basis is the deeper efficiency requirement articulated –
percentage off SANS or absolute? And is this applicable to all 
building types included in SANS? 

‘working into this space’ includes:

• Address the EUI Table to include all building types covered by XA for 
completeness- see CSIR table. 

• Adjust for climatic zone (changed from our original thinking of one figure for all 
metros)

• Percentage reduction should be articulated as the logic (off SANS – and we need 
to update percentage figures off the SANS V1 baseline), but the table should then 
have absolute figures. 

• Please note: while the absolute levels at 2030 are not modelled figures (nor are 
SANS), they are considered (peer reviewed) to be of the correct magnitude.  

• 2040 and 2050 EUI values - should be noted as POLICY DIRECTION only. 
These are not for bylaw. Too far into future.



Alignment question 4

• Is the policy requirement for RE set at a percentage or an 
absolute figure?

‘working into this space’ includes:

• Need to resolve whether to stipulate % onsite and offsite generation and 
possibly offsets allowed; 

• need to consider whether feasible to use "Proportion" of national grid RE 
as per CSIR methodology proposal?

• Develop a "Rule of thumb" table to assist BCO's (SEA/CSIR as per 
Tshwane/CSIR suggested approach): compliance rests with engineer, but 
table to empower BCO to know if it falls in the likely range. 

• Compliance route: Electricity department must sign off as part of Electricity 
certificate of compliance? Can this work?



Alignment question 5

• Are industrial buildings (and other SANS exemptions) also 
exempt here?

‘working into this space’ includes:

• All building types included as per NBR. Industrial not included. Building 
types excluded in XA (as XA covers thermal comfort) A5 outdoor sport, B1 
High risk commercial services, B2 Moderate risk commercial services, B3 
Low risk, D1 High risk industrial, D2 medium risk, D3 low risk industrial, D4 
plant room. 

• If include, then these building types will need operational load estimate at 
plan approval stage to size RE requirement. BUT, suggest this is not the 
ambit of this policy to ensure all industrial process is met with RE.



Alignment question 6

• Is low income or social/subsidised housing included in policy 
requirements?

‘working into this space’ includes:

• All clear that  RE in this bracket is not feasible (no financial case), but 
Cities should demonstrate alternative approaches, ideally, to include 
opportunities for low income in RE development

• COJ: Has excluded beyond 70 kWh/m2 (SANS V2 value):

• free standing houses less than 80m2;

• residential of value less than 450k;

• and small retail (less than certain size) - at SANS update value

• CoT: reduces of value less than 450k from 70 (SANS value) to 49 kWh/m2



Alignment question 7

• Clarification of policy application to extensions, renovations and 
refurbishments

‘working into this space’ includes:

• AS per NBR application -

• Alignment with NBR requirements; Major refurbishments on property 
<250sqm excluded - COJ

• applicable to additions or alterations of 25% of the existing floor area or 
more than 100m2) - CoT



Alignment question 8

• Does the inclusion of other resource efficiency elements result 
in further clash with NBR and BCO ambit?

‘working into this space’ includes:

• COJ – not entirely clear what is guideline and what is requirement – and 
compliance routes

• CoT – clear, but not the compliance routes maybe?

• If there is a clash – how to we put this to BCOs to ease their anxiety and 
address this within national letter of intent?



National process



Complex systems change

Regulation

Technical

Financial

Achieving nzc requires performance 
based modelling and reporting on 
EUI and introduction of RE

May go beyond, can be exempted, but may not conflict 
with national regulation: NBR-SANS 10400 XA provides 3 
compliance options, including a ‘recipe route’

Market requires energy performance data to 
establish new ‘value’ for more efficient/nzc
buildings; data requires performance indicators

Uniformity – NBR – but Cities 
need to be able to ‘run ahead’ -

Rationale: avoid burden of costly modelling; 
insufficient capacity to model

NBR detailed and narrow – concept 
of buildings changing – energy 
producers, organic

Cost vs value (higher sales price, better yield over time –
lower vacancies, etc) and financial vs economic value 
(lower carbon, jobs, better assets into future) – how 
share these? Need suite of mechanisms

Market must be able to distinguish 
‘green’ vs standard – awareness

Municipal Finance: revenue streams impact 
and energy disruption challenges

Development charges challenges

Capacity to enforce/support



Engaging national government/VI

Cities

Market: 
owners and 
occupiers

Provincial 
and national 
government

Services 
sector

Developers

Financiers

Investors

Gauteng: COJ, 
CoT, EMM



Engaging national government

Vertical integration 
agenda setting

• Policy champion: developing 
leadership in absence of a line 
department

• Regulatory clarification: political 
leadership alongside regulatory

• Role of Cities – balance uniformity 
and City leadership

• Cities engagement in SANS process

• Critical role of govt financed buildings 
(public and social housing) – sector 
thrives on stimulus -
PROCUREMENT

Mass scale transformation
• National led, with provinces and Cities, 

Sector forum/initiative towards NZC:

Vision and commitment

Policy and financial and regulatory 

frameworks

Clear roles and actions

Tech working groups

• Private sector reps: SAPOA and BASA 

(Banking Association), plus lower/middle 

market people via JPOMA and IHC and 

GBCSA; ACA

• Tackling ‘split incentives’ – Government can 

identify what is already in the mix in terms 

of public sector offers – use to attract DFI

• Market data collection and sharing

Beyond the technical – bigger political arena to be rallied for real climate impact



Next steps to engage national space

• EDGE Working Group: BCO championship (links to resolving 
below) and should include addressing/clarification of compliance

• VI proposal: NT-CSP and SACN to lead (letter of intent to Minister 
maybe forms the first agenda – DTI say Minister will send it down to 
them for input?)

• Meetings with DoHS and DPW? Separate or together?

• Letter of intent and request to Minster/s (Joburg proposal): Get 
Pegasys to draft a letter of intent and request to the Minister/s (DTI, 
Presidency), requesting the Minister to engage on (a) speeding up 
and intensifying the NBR and (b) enabling Cities to lead the way in 
terms of their own processes 

• CSS/David G proposal re private sector engagement – letter 
expressing support of Position Statement and national working group 
or forum to address broader sector issues.





• www.cityenergy.org.za

• www.sustainable.org.za

• www.c40.org

• www.c40knowledgehub.org

http://www.cityenergy.org.za/
http://www.sustainable.org.za/
http://www.c40.org/
http://www.c40knowledgehub.org/

